CURRICULUM COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

SR13-14-77 CC

NOTE: The curricular form for each item listed may be accessed at www.marshall.edu/senate/ucc. Click the UCC Agendas/Minutes link; click the link for the March 14, 2014 meeting date; click the link in the Description column to open a particular item.

Recommends approval of the listed UNDERGRADUATE ADDITION of AREA OF EMPHASIS in the following colleges and/or schools/program: COLLEGE OF INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY.

- COLLEGE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING:

  Name of Area of Emphasis: BSE/Civil Emphasis TE 21

  Rationale:
  Previous assessment efforts indicated a need to increase CAD instruction for engineering students. We initially added one hour to CE 241 to accomplish this goal. We now would like to cover it in ENGR 102 so all engineering students benefit rather than just TE 21.

  Curriculum:
  Decrease CE 241 from 4 credit hours to 3. At the same time, we are proposing to increase ENGR 102 from 1 hour to 2. Total hours will remain the same.

FACULTY SENATE CHAIR:

APPROVED BY THE FACULTY SENATE: Eldon R. Fasse DATE: 4/17/14

DISAPPROVED BY THE FACULTY SENATE: ___________________ DATE: ____________

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT:

APPROVED: ___________________ DATE: 4/24/14

DISAPPROVED: ___________________ DATE: ____________

COMMENTS: ___________________________________________